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There is accelerating growth in LED lighting demand as  
consumers and industry seek more energy-efficient illumination. 
Growth is also being driven by the actions of governments that 
discourage continued incandescent lamp usage. This means 
the high adoption rate of LED lighting is definitely a global  
phenomenon. Countries with the most advanced economies 
have well-established plans and programs to phase out  
incandescent lighting. That shouldn’t be surprising since  
lighting alone accounts for about 25% of global energy  
consumption.

In the U.S., the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) 
of 2007 states that incandescent bulbs will begin to be phased 
out effective Sept 2012. This Act effectively bans sales of 
most 40-100W incandescent bulbs, which produce 310-2600 
lumens, between 2012 and 2014. In addition, general service 
100W halogen lamps must become 28% more efficient  
starting in 2012, and that will apply to 75W halogen bulbs in 
2013, followed by 40-60W halogen bulbs in 2014.

The U.S Department of Energy (DOE) also has various  
initiatives designed to speed up the phase-out of incandescent 
lighting. In the residential market segment DOE sponsored  
the L-prize contest to develop a high-efficiency LED  
replacement for the standard 60W bulb. Its Municipal Solid-
State Street Lighting Consortium has released the LED  
roadway lighting model specification, which is intended to help 
cities and municipalities in the bidding process as they seek 
the best performing, reliable and economical LED roadway 
lighting solutions. In addition, for general outdoor lighting, 
DOE and its Commercial Building Energy Alliances (CBEA) 
developed specifications for large commercial and industrial 
businesses to promote the use of LED lighting for parking 
structures, garages and parking lots.

Cost Factors
In residential applications, the cost of producing LED 
replacements for standard lamp sockets still results in 
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premium pricing compared to incandescent lighting.  
While this tends to retard LED lamp adoption in 
homes, it’s much less of a problem in the commercial/
industrial segment as the maintenance labor saving in 
conjunction with energy savings create a far quicker 
payback. In a variety of applications, many commercial 
and industrial businesses now use fluorescent and 
metal halide arc-discharge lighting as a replacement 
for incandescent luminaires.

While these technologies are more energy efficient than 
incandescent lighting, they still fall short of the energy  
efficiency provided by today’s high brightness LEDs 
(HBLEDs). Of all the alternative lighting technologies, 
HBLEDs are rapidly becoming the technology of choice due 
to higher efficacy (light output per input watt), long lifetimes, 
the ability to be dimmed, and chromaticity control. From an 
ecological perspective, unlike metal halide and fluorescent 
lamps, LEDs do not use mercury. That’s important when 
lamps reach the end of their life and end up in a landfill.

Even with higher HBLED device cost, a major reason for  
adopting this technology in commercial/industrial applications 
is the service cost associated with device replacement.  
Generally, this can be much higher than the cost of the 
luminaire in which the lighting device is installed. The size of 
business facilities means that luminaires are often located at 
heights where ladders or manlifts are required to reach them, 
and trained, well-paid maintenance personnel must be used  
for these tasks. Therefore, the service life and resulting  
replacement cost of luminaire lighting devices is big factor  
in the overall cost of ownership.

HBLED devices can have service 
lives of 50,000 hours or longer, 
compared to 25,000 hours for a 
typical metal halide arc-discharge 
lamp, 15,000 hours for high  
pressure sodium (HPS) and about 
10,000 hours for fluorescent 
lighting. This alone can justify the 
switch to HBLED technology. In 
addition, the cost of an HBLED 
luminaire fixture may be less 
expensive than for some other 

lighting technologies. The reason is related to the way HBLEDs 
emit light, which comes out of only one side of these devices. 
For most other lamp technologies light  
is radiated all directions.

The combination of commercial and industrial applications is the fastest growth segment of the LED lighting market. 
That segment is also the most demanding in terms of circuit protection required for LED luminaire assemblies.
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In many business applications that means there is no need to 
design elaborate fixtures with reflectors to direct HBLED light 
where it’s needed. This is particularly true in outdoor applications  
such as parking lots and roadways where light needs to be 
directed downward from elevated luminaires. Furthermore, 
HBLEDs can be designed to efficiently produce a cool white 
light well suited for these outdoor applications.

The net result is a projected LED lighting global adoption rate 
estimated at seven percent compounded annual growth. That 
equates to a market demand exceeding $20 billion in 2013.

Circuit Protection for Robust Designs
As outdoor lighting OEMs begin designing or modifying 
luminaires to use HBLED devices, they need to consider the 
environmental challenges to these devices. In contrast to  
fluorescent fixtures containing ballast assemblies, LED  
luminaires contain switch mode power supplies that are far 
more susceptible to damage from energy generated by nearby 
lightning strikes and related transients. The longevity of the LED  
luminaire (and the user’s investment) is riding on the quality 
and configuration of circuit protection an OEM puts into the  
assembly. In this regard a variety of published standards should 
be consulted to ensure reliable service when overcurrent and 
overvoltage conditions occur. Examples of specifications that 
include surge immunity benchmarks include:
	 •	 Energy Star
	 •	 U.S. DOE  Municipal Street Lighting Consortium LED  
  Roadway and CBEA Parking Lot  lighting specifications  
  based on IEEE C.62.41-2002
	 •	 UL 8750
	 •	 European IEC/EN 61000-4-5, and 60598
	 •	 Japan’s JIS C 61000-4-5 and DENAN Standard JEL 801
	 •	 China’s GB/T 17626.5 and GB/T safety standards

A key part of such standards is inclusion of devices that protect 
the luminaire from AC line overvoltage conditions occurring 
due to nearby lighting strikes and switching transients. In  
addition, safety standards such as UL8750 state that AC feed 
lines should have overcurrent protector components against 
short circuit and overload conditions in the event of line surges 
and fault conditions occurring within the luminaire. Of particular 
concern is preventing the risk of fire due to fault conditions in 
the power supply and driver electronics.

Figure 1. Example of an HBLED street lighting circuit, including various  
protective devices.

Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual street lighting circuit with 
multiple devices to protect different parts of the system. The 
AC fuse in series with the line will provide safety protection 
against short circuit and overload conditions. They are  
available in a wide range of form factors, amperage ratings, 
voltage ratings, breaking capacity, and mounting options to 
provide flexibility for design engineers.

Figure 2. Examples of fuses, MOVs and other protective devices 
for outdoor luminaires, all available in various sizes to accommodate 
different levels of surge energy, current and voltage ratings, and 
space constraints. Photo courtesy of Littelfuse, Inc.

The metal oxide varistor (MOV) across the luminaire’s power  
input provides overvoltage clamping protection. MOV’s are 
cost effective and minimize the transient energy that could 
make its way into downstream electronics. They are chosen  
on a number of parameters including voltage rating, peak pulse  
current, energy rating, disk size and lead configuration. They 
are available in disk diameter down to 5mm, which allows their 
use in the space-constrained switch mode power supply  
section of the HBLED luminaire (blue and yellow blocks in  
Fig.1 to the left of the LED string driver).
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To meet DOE’s recommended surge immunity capabilities, it’s 
essential that the MOV and the fuse form a coordinated solution.  
The surge energy (referred to as the “i2t” value) measured in 
A2s generated by the pulse (e.g., 6kV/3kA) is a critical parameter.  
The pulse cycle withstand capability of the fuse being considered  
and its melting energy (i2t) should be such that the energy 
needed to melt the fuse element is high enough to allow the 
MOV to operate under a surge condition without opening the 
fuse. It should open only when an overload or short circuit 
condition occurs. The MOV also needs to be selected based on 
the surge current (e.g., 3kA), plus the MOV’s repeated surge 
capability, rated voltage, and clamping voltage.

There will be instances when the circuit is not able to survive 
surge events, even with an MOV across the AC input. In  
these cases, a TVS diode can be added at the input of DC-DC  
converter stage as shown in Figure 1. TVS diodes in a wide 
range of sizes, ratings, mounting types, and other features  
are available from Littelfuse to satisfy this need for secondary  
protection against transients. The “let through” energy from 
the input MOV in Figure 1 will be further reduced by an  
appropriate TVS diode to a level that the circuit can survive. By 
combining a silicon-based TVS device with MOVs, the higher 
voltage protection of the MOV can be gained while avoiding  
its degradation over time with exposure to overvoltage events.
 
For outdoor lighting installations in general, and more so in 
lightning prone regions, luminaire OEMs should consider  
adding a surge protection device (SPD) module at the AC line 
in front of the switch mode power supply section. These  
modules typically include three to four high surge withstand 
MOVs (e.g., 25 - 34mm diameter sizes) that are installed from 
line to ground, neutral to ground, and line to neutral (green 
block in Fig. 1). Varistors that are thermally protected, such as 
the TMOV line are strongly recommended for such an  
application. This will increase differential mode surge capability, 
providing higher luminaire reliability.

With properly selected MOVs, the SPD module will protect  
the circuit against extremely high surge levels, such as 
20kV/10kA. Under these conditions there can still be some 
energy let through to the LED driver, depending on the  
clamping voltage of the MOVs in the SPD module. The pass 
through surge energy can be further dissipated by the MOV 
across the AC input section in the power supply, typically 
around a 10 or 14mm size.

It is very important to coordinate the MOVs in the SPD module 
with the one across the AC input, as it’s crucial for the SPD 
MOVs to start clamping the energy first in order to avoid  
premature opening of the fuse. There are certain design 
considerations to ensure such coordination happens. Littelfuse 
application engineers are well versed in helping customers 
design for these conditions. 

Because LEDs are generally connected in series strings, if one 
LED in a string fails open-circuit then all the LEDs in that string 
will go dark. (If one LED shorts out then the rest of the string 
will be unaffected.) What’s needed is some way to keep all the 
other LEDs in a string operating if one fails open circuit, and 
at the same time protect against electrical threats. Fortunately 
there is such a device: the open LED protector. One protector 
can be connected in parallel with each LED in a string; it will 
shunt current around an open-failed LED to keep the rest of 
the string lit. It will also turn on when an overvoltage attempts 
to drive too much current through the string or when the 
polarity is reversed. When an LED fails open-circuit, the open 
LED protector goes into conduction, limiting its voltage drop to 
about 1.3V and keeping the rest of the string operating.
 
Because a PLED device is wired across each LED, all must be 
selected for the current level through the string, will trigger on 
at the appropriate voltage, and has a power rating adequate for 
the circuit’s heat dissipation. Therefore, a desirable PLED char-
acteristic is low thermal resistance between its semiconductor 
junction and its heat sink.

Conclusions
The adoption rate for HBLED devices in outdoor luminaires is 
expected to soar globally over the next several years. This will 
create outstanding opportunities for outdoor lighting OEMs 
that can design cost-effective and reliable luminaires that 
withstand harsh environmental conditions. Protective devices 
are an enabling technology that permits such robust designs. A 
wide variety of protection devices are readily available in sizes 
and other form factors to allow their use in space-constrained 
designs that meet electrical parameter requirements, PCB 
construction methods, and cost.

These are crucial considerations for OEMs producing HBLED 
luminaires that must comply with regulatory and safety stan-
dards. Still, the huge array of protection devices available can 
be a bit daunting when it comes to making the right selection. 
Fortunately, protection device manufacturers offer a wealth of 
application support, such as sample kits, interpretation of pub-
lished standards, and testing services to ensure designs meet 
end-use requirements.
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